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There is more to Australia than sun, sea and surf.
It is a world of opportunity for professional services
marketers, says Richard W Smith, as he shares
his hot – and not so hot – list.

I

f you weren’t aware, we have a
new Federal Government here in
Australia. Any time of renewal
is also a good time to reflect, so
I thought now would be the time to
provide an update on 10 things that
were hot - and not so hot - for those
looking at business development and
marketing opportunities in the land
Down Under.

1 Hot - the war for talent

There is no doubt about it, the war for
talent is very real. Take a look at any of
the major recruiters’ websites or LinkedIn
and you’ll see that firms are in desperate
need of talented people.
Pleasingly, this need is across
marketing, business development and
events; and includes a need for people
who can bring new client-interfacing
skills to the profession - such a CX, UX
and social media. It’s not uncommon to
see ‘client/customer engagement officer’
roles being advertised here.

2 Not hot - the Great Resignation

Don’t get me wrong, there are a lot of
people resigning from marketing and
business development jobs right now.
Almost daily I get a LinkedIn notification
that one of my contacts is starting a
new role.
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But here’s the thing, they’re starting
a new role within the profession. They are
not leaving the profession in the droves
that some would have us believe. Why? I
believe they are getting offered a lot more
money to work at other professional
services firms.

3 Hot - London, New York,
Singapore and travel

After two years with some of the
most restrictive lockdown rules in the
world – I think Melbourne holds the
world record for number of days in
lockdown - Australians are keen to
travel overseas again. And what better
way to do that than through work.
Here, I must have had conversations
with 10 or more contacts over the past
two months who have told me that they
are either moving overseas or looking
for an overseas role.

4 Not hot - Australia

For as long as I can remember, the
market for professional services
business development and marketing
experts in Australia has relied on a level
of imported talent from the UK. For
travel restriction reasons, that has not
happened over the past two years. But,
worryingly, as the world opens up we are
not seeing anything like the number of

people wanting to come to Australia
as we would expect - including from
Aussies who might be looking to come
back home.

5 Hot - flexible working

I remember when Herbert Smith
Freehills opened a ‘back office’ at
Macquarie Park here in Sydney and there
was outcry – in fact mutiny would be
closer to the truth - with people resigning
because they couldn’t travel to the central
business district to work every day.
Today, almost everyone I know in
business development, marketing and
communications roles works remotely
(largely at home – although I do know
of some working in collaborative shared
working spaces) for part, or all, of the
week out of choice.
The caveat I would place on this hot
item is that most events people are back
in the office as much as they can be.

6 Not hot – New Law

Depending on what you read, a term
that originated in Australia, ‘New Law’
has faced problems attracting business
development and marketing experts.
The reality is, those with growing
talent in this space appear to be Old Law
firms - such as MinterEllison, Ashurst
Advance, Pinsent Mason and the likes.
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So if you’re interested in a New Law
role Down Under, I’d suggest you take a
look at some of the Old Law roles on offer!

7 Hot - tenders

We have always done a lot of tenders here
in Australia - but wow, we are doing a lot
more right now! And I would expect with
rising inflation and costs we can only
expect to see a whole lot more.
What does this mean? Well, if tender
writing is your thing, then I expect there
will be opportunities for you here.

8 Not hot - pricing

Despite having pioneered some of
the early thought leadership behind
alternative pricing of professional
services, Australia has hit the pause
button over the past few years on out
of the box thinking when it comes to the
issue of alternative fee arrangements. I’m
not sure if this is because we haven’t been
able to communicate well with clients
on this issue, or because we are having
troubles communicating it internally, but
I suspect it will be a while before you see
‘pricing’ in a role description.

9 Hot - data

I’m going to finish my hot list with
something that is red hot - data.
That may come in the form of roles
in data analysts, data collection, or even

compliance. But of all the really hot areas,
data is it.
Thankfully, people in these roles
work either very closely with business
development and marketing or are part
of the BDM team.

10 Not hot - Covid

I’m going to finish off my not hot list
with Covid.
Straight up - we have moved on here
in Aus.
Yes, yes, we were very restrictive
and closed our borders for the best
part of two years. But, as of writing
this post, it’s largely business as usual.
Is it pre-Covid business as
usual? No.
To many it’s better, it’s agile postCovid work arrangements – it’s surfing at
Bondi or Manly during what would have
been your commute to work.
So, if you are looking for
opportunities outside the UK, put a
‘shrimp on the barbie’ and take a look
Down Under.
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